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Langford Is Given Honors
What's New
In State Art Competition

In The News
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Wins First
Place In Oil
Paintings

-('
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Miss Ku th Langtord, head ot the
Haramg \.-OJ.Lege art aepanrm:nt, wou
two awaras m me Uu .t'amung and
Grapruc .lUts a1v1swns ot tne l)l'ib exhlouon or fuKan:.as art at .tiendnx
Lo.LJ.cge on reoruait 4. At tne exruo1t.
l.lei.a rn coHaoorauon w1tn we un1ver~
s1ry or JUKan.as aua tne .1..uue Kou;
.MUSt:UID OI rrne lUtS, .M.lSS .L.llll,!i,IUid
won tust pcn:e m 011 ,tr.uuuug tor · .1.ne
l.:treen .ca1ung; · aua we rtcnunx l..O.L!ege purcn..se pnze or .fl .1.) m me l.:J"rapmc 1Uts aiv1s1on.
ln an eununa1 appearwg in tne Arkansas l7azette, J.Vl1ss i.an~rora· s pamt·
ing was cnaracterizeo as snowmg, ".l'enetraung ana1yses ot personailty."
H1gnest award in the ex.t111:>1uon wa:>
won uy Tom Kooertson ot .l..ltUe Koa..
the $1)0 Museums special pme given
for his pamtmg " Abstracuon .No. 45."
Highest award in Oii Pamung and
Sculpture was won by a Negro artist.
John Howalld ot Pme l:Hufr, tor his
"Old Lady with a Picasso and a Letter." Howard iS head of the art department of Arkansas A. M. and N .•
College for Negroes. Winners were announced at a reception at Hendnx Art
Gallery February 4. The exhibiuon will
remain there through February. In
March it will be at the Little Rock
Museum where the picture judged most
popular by spectators will receive a
$25 prize given by the American ~
sociation of University Women.
In April the group will be exhibited
at the Universiry of Arkansas wher.:
the AAUW will award $10 for the
most popular entry by a woman. Henderson State Teachers College in Arkadelphia will have the exhibit in May.
Judge of the contest was Ralph Hudson. head of the art department in the
University of Arkansas. H . Louis
Freund, Carnegia resident artist at Hendrix was a sponsor.

,.

Winners Announced
In Petit Jean
Snapshot Contest
Winners of the annual snapshot contest for the year book were Gena Dell
Chesshir and W. H. Sims. Geneva
Clem, Ordis Copeland and Al Stroop.
co-editors, selected the twenty best pictures and Professor Neil B. Cope. sponsor of· the photography club. selected
the three best pictures by girls and
three best turned in by boys. W. H.
Sims. Prewitte Copeland and Axel
Swang topped · the boys contest while
Gena Dell Chesshir hru:l the three winning pictures for the gods.

Sub T's Win
Basketball Tourney.

i .

...

--0--

0n the labor front the steel strike
entered ~ts third week. and the G. M.
smke its third month as President
Truman cancelled a Florida trip and
proposcid to intervene in the deadlock
again. The dispute has now shifted to
pnce rather than wages since the President has declared h1s policy of advocatmg 18 1-2 to 19 l-2c wage increases.
Heru:y ford last week demanded the romoval of ceilings on cars. stating that
scarcity was more of a threat to inUauon than lifung price ceilings.

William Walker, photographer for
the Petit Jean, was the final judge and
chose W. H. Sims' campus scene and
Gena Dell Chesshir's outing scene of
Bee Rock as the winners.

-0---

(

Six main Arkansas highways were
under water last weekend, and more
ram was expected as heavy rains raised
rivers 1n the vic101ty of Little Rock to
uood stage.

Thursday night the Sub T's won this
year's basketball championship by overcoming the T. N. 'f.'s "A" team by a
score of 38-21. The game finished the
second half of the intramural tournament, and undisputedly gave the Sub
T's the ti de. since they won the first
half. also beating the T. N. T.'s for the
victory in that bracket.
The game ~ov~d rather fast from
start to finish. though both teanis were
not in top form. Both were able to
work the ball under the nets. but missed many shots from short distances.
Particularly was this true of the T. N.
T.'s.
The scoring crept along to the conclusion slowly, with the count at the
end of the first quarter being 6-2 for
the Sub T's. halftime score 15-6. and
at the end of the third quarter, 23-17.
Most of the scoring for both sides came
on long shots, of whi~ quite a nurn·
ber of pretty ones were made. The
Sub T's showed superiority all the way
through; the T. N. T's looked as if
they couldn't get warmed up and settled down.
To meet in the finals of this half.
both teams overcame two teams the Sub T's Keefer's Independents and
a Koinonia team. and the T. N. T's.
their "B" team and Bill Smith's Independent group.

The Petit Jean gives as a prize to
each winner three eight by ten protraits
while Mr. Walker offers an enlargement of the winning pictures for each.

China Makes
Ambitious Plans
For 'chools
"Democracy and industrialization are
th!: two key words for China's future
development,'' writes Dr. Yang Chouhan, professor of English literature in
evacuated National Peking University,
in an article "Chinese Education under
War's Shadow," written espeeially for
World Student Rlief. The article relates
how the professors and students trekked
for ninety days by foot, finally making
thirty miles a day, ending at Kunming,
at an elevation of 8000 feet where Peking University amalgamated with two
other evacuated universities into South..
west Coordinated University.
"Dining rooms are sparsely furnished, with hardly any furniture at all except a few rickety tables. The students
eat standing up or walking about.
Coupled with undernourishment are unsanitary conditions. Damp rooms, with
little light, hold crowded rows of doub·
le-decker bunks. W ithout washrooms,
students have to do their washing in
the open air, wind and rain notwithstanding. Books are scarce."
China now has 73,000 students in
the universities (an increase over the
~1,000 of 1937), which is one in 6500
· in the populaton as against one in 150
in the United States. China's post-war
educational plans are very ambitious.
Cniang Kai-shek has announced that in
the first ten years of reconstruction,
China should turn out from the univeflsities and colleges 237,000 technical experts, 232,500 doctors, and 31 000
gr&duates annually.
'
Funds contributed to the World
Stude:nt Service Fund help to maintain
a smdenr·center at Kunming (one of
focrteen such centers in China), rent
radded garments cheaply to the studeus against the bitter mountain cold,
give r·utritional diets to undernourished ~tudents, and administer a student
sdf-help program for work students.
Funds also help students in other warde"asta'l!'d lands in Asia, and in Europe.

-0--

In the Security Council of the UNO
last week the Russians again threw
charges at the British, this time accusmg them of intervention in the Indonesian national uprising. British
Foreign Secretary Bevin again denied
the charges and insisted that since the
Russians had not demanded withdrawal of British troops from the area. their
statements to the effect that Britain
was menacing world peace were inconsistent. Ukaranian delegate Manuilsky.
demanddd an "on-the-spot" investigation by the council.
-0--

The new Revised Standard Version
of the New Testament, a translation by
nine revisers headed by Dean Luther
A. Weigle of Yale Divinity School and
sponsored by 40 denominations was
pubhshed last week. In the revision
Greek texts discovered since 1901 were
compared, and a new understanding of
Bible Greek which was gained from
papyri dug up in Egypt in the past
fifty years was used. The version
strives for simplicity. and according to
one of the revisers. has forfeitf# some
of its beauty for clarity.
-0--

The new Premier of France. Felix
Gouin in his first report to the French
National Assembly. stated that hard or
easy. the. French people must be told
the truth. The truth is. less wheat. less
meat. less wine, and less potatoes. His
program to deal with the situation i~
eludes, budget cuts. wage and price
freezing, limits on nationalization.
crushing black markets and speed up of
commodity aI¥1 food distribution. The
(Continued on page four.)

Stroop Lectures
This Week

CONTEST

H. Leo Boles Dies At Home
After Six Week's Illness

J. Ridley Stroop. registrar and professor of psychology at David Lipscomb College in Nashville. arrived on
the Harding campus Saturday to preach
for the college congregation Sunday
and coniduct the lecture series this
week.
Connected with the Nashville school
since the early twenties. Stroop holds
the B. S.• M. A.. and Ph.D. degrees. In
addition to his teaching activities. he
preaches regularly for various congregations.
As the former speakers on the lecture program have done. Stroop is
speaking each morning at 9:55 and at
3 : 15 in the afternoon. He is to be here
through Thursday.

NOTICE!
Harding College expects to hear
a great deal of oratory from faculty
and student body alike. There are
always a number of orators that
everybody knows about. but there
may be any number that nobody
knows about.
Each year The Bison sponsors a
contest for both men and women
in which every student is eligible to
participate. If you are inclined to
oratory and would lke to participate in an oritorical contest let it
be known by 1;,ontacting Laura Lee
Arms and paying a registration fee
of twenty~five cents.
The contest will consist of a preliminary hearing at which time all
entrants will deliver their respective
orations and a final hearing of those
who survive the preliminaries. The
finals ~ill be given in chapel. Members of the faculty will serve as
judges.
The contest will take place within a few weeks.

---<>-

Twenty Four Sign
Charter of Club
For Ex-Servicemen
Following the approval of their proposed charter by Dr. George S. Benson.
president of Harding- College, 24 ex·
servicemen met in Room 108. Godden
Hall, on February 7 to complete the
formation of a new social club. All
those present signed the constitution of
the club - thereby becoming charter
members. Prior to adjournment a. motion was carried to elect by unanimous
acclaim all officers previously selected
pro tempore.
The officers of the dub which has
been named the GAURS are: Officer
of the Day - Leonard D. LaCourse;
Provost Marshall - J. Howard Ewing;
Company Clerk
Nathan Lamb;
Quartermaster - Jack Pruett; Chaplain - Robert Copeland, Jr.. Sergeant
at Arms - Thomas S. Love.
The preamble to their Constitution
reads as follows:
"We. 24 students of Harding College, associate ourselves together under
the name of "GAURS" for the following purpoees:
To give constructive aid in the rehabilitation arrd readjustment of veterans
returning from World War II. more
especially our fellow srudents;
To foster a spirit of good citizenship
-reverence toward God. respect for
constituted authority and regard for the
personal rights of all men;
To do our part in safeguardine the
liberties for which our friends arul
schoolmates have died, and to show ap(Continued on page four.)
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Brewer Presents
Variety of Topics
·1n Lectures

First Aid Comes Into Its
Own At Harding College

By Metta Delln Smilh
First Aid has truly been imbedded the second incident was wholly and malinto th lives of our students from the iciously premeditated, The culprits were
icy sidewalks of our campus to the Olive, Laura Lee, Mary Bess and Gena
third floor of Pattie Cobb with drama- Dell. Their kind hearts having just casted the fruits of helpfulness, they craved
tics being the dominant factor.
Seriousness prevailed on the sidewalk more victims. We won't mention what
when Jean Franks' skating ability fail- part of their nature prompted them to
ed her, but terror reigned in Pattie frighten the roommates of their victims
Cobb when dramatics and first aid col· so badly, but Glenna Fay Grice can
probably give a satisfactory answer,
laborated.
The show was en joyed so much that while Maxine Rose declines to express
third floor inmates weren't in a quiet her sentiments as the first terrorized
mood and the buzzer buzzed repeatedly roommate. She really believed Glenna
for the same. Bonnie Bergner was the was ill.
No one knows why yours truly bad
first victim and, being the second, I
wasn't an eye witness to the ordeal, but to walk past the door at this inopponthe news came first hand. Bonnie in- tune time unless excitement draws the
nocently dropped in to visit Olive and idle, but not knowing the situation, I
Laura Lee, only to be quickly subdued, came back to life with Webster's Inplaced on the bed with Webster's New ternational (Huge Edition) under my
International Dictionary put under her feet and all coats and quilts available
feet, and covered by coats and quilts. over me. My roommate was quickly
After hearing Prewitte Copeland call- The intentions of the first aiders may summoned, along with other inquisi·
ing Bro. Bales, "Jesse" someone asked have been good, Hugh, but their know- tives, and what could I do but cooperwhy. His reply was:
ate or suffocate with a pillow cramledge was a bit stale.
"Well. you see he is the father of
The first victim was spontaneously med in my mouth, and that didn't
David,"
(Continued next wee~.)
attacked, but you can be 8$Sured that

The v1S1tmg speaker on the campus
February 4-8. G. C. Brewer, evangelist
for the Jacksbn Ave. church in Memphis, Tenn.. spoke each morning in
chapel, three times at night and lectured to Bible classes at 10 :30 and 3: 15.
The subjects for the five chapel talks
were: Truth; Fallacy; Snakes, Lascivious
ness; and Reverence. They were designed to set forth certain fundamental prin..
ciples of the Christian religion as it
relates to present day conditions. At
the 10 :30 hour he addressed the combined group of Bible classes on the
theme of the New Testament Church.
Monday night's subject was "What
Church Should One Join, If Any?" On
Thursday night in the college auditorium he again discoursed on a theme
pertaining to the church of the New
Testament. The title of this message
was : "Where Was The Church During
The Dark Ages?" Wednesday at the
regular prayer service of the downtown
church he spoke on two subjects which
he integrated into a single speech.
The afternoon lectures were delivered from the vast storehouse of material
which Brewer has accumulated for
many years during his debating anp
writing experiences. The first lecture
set forth the aims and purposes of
Commlinism and some reasons why it
shoull be opposed. He pointed out that
Communism could be opposed on
three grounds: social, political. and religious. The fruits of the movement
are to be seen in the breakdown of
morals and the unrestraint evident soc•
ially. The "ism" upon which other
"isms" are largely based was found to
be avolution which is the springboard
for Modernism in religion an,(! the
matrriafom in phikso.phy, he noted.
I
The following lectures were devoted
tc different phases of the study of
evolution.
Tuesday Brewer discussed the origin
of things and contrasted the evolutionist explanation with the Christian concept. The basic question revolved to
this: "Is mind the product of matter
or did mind produce matter?"
On
Wednesday he followed this talk by a
discussion of the science of Geology as
it relates to the theory of evolution.
and on Thursday, concluded the lectures
ac that period 'With other evidences to

Has Preached
For FortyThree Years
--0-

Dr. Henry Leo Boles, 71, outstandr
ing preacher, educator, writer and former president of David Lipscomb College. died at 10:30 a. m. Thursday at
his home in Nashville. following an
illness of six weeks.
Funeral services were held Saturday
at the Grace Avenue church of Christ
with B. C. Goodpasture. editor of the
Gospel Advocate, N. B. Hardeman. pres
ident of Freed-Hardiman College, Hend
erson,and S. H. Hall. minister of the
Russell Street church of Christ. officiating. Burial was in .the Woodlawn
Memorial Park.
Long recognized as one of the outstanding leaders in the church of Christ
Boles' death ended a preaching career
of 43 years. He was born February 22.
1874, near Gainsboro, Tenn .• one of a
family of 18 children. His parents were
the late Henry J. Boles. Christian preacher, and Sarah Smith Boles. daugh~er
of "Raccoon" John Smith, well-known
pioneer preacher of the Great Revival
period.
He received his B. S. degree at Bu.llrett College in Spencer, Tenn .• in 1900
and a few years later started his lengthy preaching career while teaching in
Texas. Upon receiving his B. A. degree in 1906 from the old Nashville
Bible School which is now David Lipscomb College, he joined the Bible faculty to begin 26 years of service with
the Nashville college. He filled the
president's office for 16 years during
two terms. the first extending from
1913 to 1920. and the second from
1923 to 1933. David Lipscomb became
an accredited member of the Tennessee
College Association and the American
~ssociation of Junior Collges under hi~
direction, and he was also responsible
for the organizing of the school into
two major departments. high school
and college.
Boles was editor-in-chief of Sunday
School literature for the churches of
Christ. and at one time editor of The
Gospel Advocate. He was the author of
a number of books. including "New
Testament Teaching on War," "Instrumental Music in Worship," "Biographical Sketches of Pioneer Preachers," and commentaries on Matthew.
Luke and The Acts of the Apostles.
There is also an unpublished history of
David Lipscomb College among his
writings.
In addition to his work as an educator and writer. Dr. Boles devoted much
of his time to the evangelistic field,
having preached in most of the states.
He was known for his slow and deliberate style of speaking. his concise
selection of wording, and logical and
convincing delivery. His great debating ability was also recognized throughout the country.
Instrumental in helping to train at
least 1.500 young men for preaching.
he was active on the lectureship programs of the Christian colleges in Tennessee, Texas arid Arkansas.
Honorary pallbearers were elders
from four of the Nashville churches of
Christ.
disprove evolution from other fields of
smdy.
For many years Brewer has been llD
outstanding preacher, writer and debater in the Christian brotherhood. He
preached for a number of years for
the Union Ave. church in Mein.phis
out of which the present Jackson Ave.
church was formed.
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Ferrel Mason has returned to New
York to go to sea again with the Merchant Marines Xafter a visit with his
parents n Center Ridge. Arkansas. Ferrel attended Harding from 1940-43. H e
was a member of the Tagma. 1\rkansas.
and International Relations Clubs.
Forensic League and Orators. and a
member of the All-Star Softball team.
-0--

Emmett Smith,
Barbara Brown and Bettie Ransom
Laura Lee Arms
Blanche Tranum
Fayetta Coleman
Bonnie Bergner
Robert Grayson
Forest Moyer
Doris Kelly
Dorothy Munger
Dr. Joe Pryor

Editor
Assistants to the Editor
Business Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Secretary
Religious Editor
Sports Editor (Men)
Sports Editvr (Women)
Society Editor
Faculty Adviser

COLUMNISTS AND FEATURES :- Virgil Lawyer, Lou Dugger, Barbara
Brewn, Marvin Howell, Eleana Oliphant, Wayne Moody, Joe Dan Tipps, Fayetta
Coleman, Lois Gurganus, Bonnie Bergner, Daisy Jackson.

We Have Fair Students
When Harding -gets a pat on the back, students are apt to think
that it is deserved, and that the school and its students do just about
what iis expected of them. And yet a statistically curious Bison rep_o rter has given us some facts which might challenge the student body
to some serious wondering about how much of the potentialities of
the group is being used .
This reporter spent an hour one day satisfying his curiosity about
something that he had many times noticed in going through the files
in the Student Publicity director's office for information for news
stories. He h ad noticed the w ord "Valedictorian appearing numerous
times on students' high school records, and counted the number. Of
the 286 students of the college who were represented in the file, not
all of whose cards had been fully filled out, 29., or over ten per cent
of the group, had been valedictorians of their senior class in high
school. Further counting revealed that there were 14 salutatorians, 17
members of the National Honor Society, 20 students who had received
special scholastic recognition from local and state societies, and 21
who had been members of their student council. And of the 286
represented in this informal and partial survey of the student body, 16
had been editors, and 6 assistant editors of high school publications.
Just as the avariciously curious reporter was preparing to count
those who had taken part in other extra-curricular activities his own
curricular activities of the moment intervened, but even the little he
discovered has made us wonder.
~~~~oOo-~-~-

What Shall We Do Now?
,T he war is over and victory songs have been sung, but the results
of destruction are just now coming into the "limelight of reality.
While the spirit of ingratitude sweeps the width and breadth of
the United States, starvation, nakedness, and illness rages over the
vanquished nations of Europe. The spirit of ingratitude in our country has not stopped outside of our Christian colleges. Even at Hard·
ing College one can hear complaints about the light Sunday evening
meal and about the dislikes of foods served through the week. It may
be that the many of us w]:10 complain do not realize taht about
80,000,000 people face starvation in Europe this winter. It may be
that we are of the attitude that, whatever the plight of those European
people, we are Americans in the Land of Plenty; so why worry about
the people across the pond? That is not the Christian spirit. That is
not even a good moral code, law, or spirit. It is time that Christians
wake up to the fact that we are not doing our utmost to save those
people. In order to save their souls they must first save their physical
bodies.

Without food no man can live.

Are we doing our best? Are we giving all that we can? Are we
pretending to be something that we are not? Now is c:rnr chance to
spread the Gospel by letting our light so shine that the whole world
:an see the -glorious light of Righteousness. Of course, you can't
;hine that light if selfishness and ingratitude are characteristics of your
.
'
life. You can't make your neighbor believe that you live him if you
3jt inactively by while he starves. You can't make him think that you
are righteous if you hoard clothes, food, and money. Now is the time;
next year will be too late. Now is the time to change that spirit of
ingratitude to the willingness to give, to serve, and to feed the starving
millions. If you are a Christian, you will gladly do all and give all
you can so that the lost spiritually and physically can be saved.

-Bob Copeland, Jr,

..

Dennis Allen entered Wheaton Col..
lege in IUinois after spending a few
days in Searcy. Dennis graduated in
1943. He was a member of the Oiorus,
glee club, Alpha Honor Society. Who's
Who. Arkansas Club. and a winner of
the Oratorical Contest.

-<>-Burl Dykes. recently discharged from
the Army, is making his home with
his .mother here in Searcy. l,3url attended Harding from 1940-43. He was
a member of the Cavalier Club.' and an
All-Star Softball and Football player.
-<>-Harold Willet. brother of James. recemly entered the Navy. Harold was
an Acad~my student in 1943-44.
-<>-J.ee Lambert is in Panama, Californit, after service with the Navy. Lee grad
u:ued in 1941. He was a member of
the c .iartet. campus players. Oklahoma
Cl11b. Chorus, and Tagma Club.
---0-

Violence Destroys

The User Of
Violence
By Robert Grayson

. The problem of sin has disturbed
the minds of the world's greatest philosophers. Some have denied its existence
others have recogni~ed it but have been
unable to give an explanation. But to
us this does not constitute the problem
of sin. Our problem is how to overcome
evil.
Paul says, "Avenge not yourselves. boloved, but give place unto the wrath of
God; for it is written, Vengance be·
longeth unto i:ne; I will recompense,
saith the Lord. But if thine enemy hunger, feed him. if he thirst. give him to
drink: for in so doing thou shalt heap
coals of fire upon his head. Be not
overcome of evil. but overcome evil
with good." Romans 12 : 19-21.
It has been said that there are two
ways of overcoming evil. by evil or by
good. The first of these is characterized
as the devil"s way, the other is God's.
The former is obviously the wrong way
for the devil has no method of conquering evil. Therefore. there can be only
one way a nd that is to "Overcome evil
with good."
Violence· belongs to Satan. It is the
means by which one is "overcome with
evil.'' not the means by which sin is
subdued. If one stoops to conquer, he
may overcome some men, nut he has
been conquered bv a more dreadful foe.
The statement is often made that we
must "Fight fire with fire. " Nevertheless. fire engines usually carry equipment to spray water on a burning
house, instead of being equipped with
the latest flame throwers.
Some say that unless we used force
our land would be overcome, our fam.
ilies destroyed, friends killed. etc.
· But is not this what happened in the
last war? No enemy troops ever invaded
our continent, but our country at. present is threatened with anarchy and ruin
because we have been conquered by the
war spirit which made the German nation a threat to mankind.
In th~ First World War, we wanted
to make the world safe for democracy,
but m order to accomplish our end, we
rc:sorted to the dictator's technique. The
r~sult we all know. After that war there
were more distatorships and fewer democracies. In the past war, we wanted to
rid the world of the militaristic spirit.
Now men n the highest offices of our
conntry are clamoring for compulsory
military training. We condemned the
barbarian of the Germans for slaughtering prisoners · of war. Yet it hardly

broushc a frown when one of our own

g?iards turned a machine gun on tents
in which German prisoners of war lay
sleeping. From any angle you look at
it we lost the war. Satan was the only
virtor.
What can we do? Even though we
recognize the folly of war. we do not
e~tablish governmental policy.
nor is
t:1at our duty. But we can establish our
policy as Christians. Moreover, it has
already been established by the Son of
God. for he said. "Resist not him that
is evil: hut whosoever smiteth thee on
thy right cheek. turn to him the other
also." (Matt. 5:39.)
If evil cannot be overcome with good,
the mission of Christ himself was a
failure, for . instead of raising a camel
force to oppose sin, he gave his life to
redeem man from it.
Since the W odd began. men have
tried the "get even"' method, by which
they descended to the same level of degradation which they desired to destroy.
Christianity has never been given a fair
trial. Why not try it?
---0-

Dorm Life Has
Home-Like
Atmosphere
By Lena Ruth S;ory
For the person that is a member of
a large family, the college dormitory affords some of the same pleasures and
comforts of home life that he is used to.
Since eating plays the leading role in
most everyone's life. it would naturalr
ly come first. Most every girl has a
mania for piddling around in_ the kit·
chen. When she comes to college. she
. !Ot only piddles, but she learns to prepare those tasty <l.ishes that only a resi·
dent 0f a "dorm" can cook up. even
though she is handicapped to a certam
ext'nt by the lack of proper utilities.
In a large family. it 1s nothinis un·
usual fr, r a <lo:zen fingers or mort to be
thrust into the mixture during preparation. In the dormitory, not only are
fingers sruck in from every angle. but
ym."re iucky if they forget to bring their
spoons. Perhaps the aroma of popcorn is the hardest to conceal from your
fellov.· "vultures.'' No matter how tight
)OU may plug your keyhole, ,the odor
iust ~eems to escape into the hall. causing a stampede if you didn't use precaution and bar your door. If this pere
~on 15 from a large family. unexpected
incidents such as this only help to refresh the memories of home.
After eating - comes the reducing!
At home. the daughter struggles
(Continued on page three.
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This ls Luke In Person!

......

By Nathan Lamb
Tiring of his role as the Unseen
eral people have mistaken ' this for a.
Presence Mr. Luke (the Spook) ' pled
single hair : Actually LUKE is complete
guilty Friday to a long-felt desire to be
ly bald. Perhaps this accounts for his
famous rather than infamous. Speaking
shyness in appearing in public.
to a select committee of his most trust·
Care must be taken by all persons
ed friends he admitted that adverse pub.
wishing to remain in LUKE'S good
licity has caused people not well ac·
graces, for any misconduct results in
quainted with his philanthropic policies
the loss of his protection. He may lurk
to fear and distrust any mention of his
near you after that, but only in cases •
unseen, but widely heralded, presence.
of extreme danger will he so much as
LUKE admitted that if more people
waste a single kilowatt of 'frequency'
were aware of the reasons for his lurkon you for warning purposes. Another
ing and looking, a great deal of unrest
function LUKE attends to, incidentally
connected with frenzied efforts to locate
is warning his friends of impending
him would subside. LUKE wishes to
trouble. You don't need to tell LUKE
cause no person anxiety or trouble.
your thoughts for his superb receiving
Upon completion of his sad story
set picks up your innermost ideas.
LUKE asked the advice of the comIf you wish to find LUKE just raise
mittee on the matter. As his Publicyour 'antenna' (right forefinger) ; think
Ielations Counselor I submitted the idea
the proper chain of thoughts and LUKE
that perhaps some definite statement
will direct you by beaming you a special
of policy would go a long way toradio wave. Just follow the beam,
wards clearing the air of doubt and
friend, follow the beam.
misunderstanding.
With LUKE sending there's no tellHave you seen LUKE? This question
ing where you'll wind up!
often heard, but rarely answered in the

aftirmative, shows the pitiable state of
dfairi. in regards to knowledge of a
definite institution here on the campus. H ardly anyone knows what LUKE
looks like. This can be attributed solely to a lack of proper dissemination of
information.
Rare has been the occasion when
more of LUKE has been seen than what
is disclosed in the picture above. This
is odd, for LUKE can be found anywhere anything of note is taking place.
He is almost omnipresent, for· by lifting
your right forefinger you can receive
a radio-beamed frequency direct from
the sending set on LUKE'S head. Sev-

The students are drips here and the teachers are all wet too when it rains as
hard as it did the other day. We woke up the other morning with the gentle pitter par of the rain on the roof and the refreshin.g splas~ of cool clean rain water
on our faces . No, we weren't on a camping trip in the rain. We were all snug
in our ow~ little beds. You're confused, I don't wonder. You see. Smedly, the
rain beats down upon the roof, the roof opens up a little place so the attic can
see how the weather is outside. and before you could say "Well feature that"',
some quick agile droplets have slipped through the opening and have fallen to the
attic floor. The rest of the rain drops want to come in out of the cold damp air
also, so two hold the opening apart and all the little rain drops march in in orderly rain drop fashion. Then pretty soon there are so many crowding one favorite
spot on the floor that the first thing you know one has been pushed clear through
the floor to the room below where coeds lie in blissful sleep. At first the mis- .
treated one feels just a touch of anger, but it is really much more comfortable in
the warm cosy room. Soon he sh<;>Uts up to his companions with his musical
voice that resembles the sound of a babbling brook ~nd tells them to come on
down and play a game of "Little Sally Saucer" with him. He chooses the side
for the sport and the drops. droplets and even the drizzles (drips that are going
steady) enter the room via the crack in the attic floor. They pull their rip cords
and drift gently in landing on the playground slope. They then slide swiftly
down my nose (the slide) to meet their 'hero who is none other than Aqua Loo.
the little rain drop who was brutally pushed through the crack i~ the attic floor.
They all join hands and dance in sprightly movements around Aqua Loo.
This is when I woke up. Smedly, but they were having such a good time I
didn't have the heart to stop them because I realized that they were rapidly growing
old. They have a habit of drying as they age and I wanted them to have their
last bit of frolic while they could. One by one they faded away to rain drop
heaven and soon they had all left me. I felt just a bit sad, but now that I sit
here reminiscing about them I feel glad that I had some small part in making them
happy even to their dying day.
Well Smedley, I'll be waiting to hear from you so don't disappoint me. Oh
my. its starting to rain again and just when I was going to take a nap.
where I won't get much rest today. So long for now.

I can see

I
Hortense.

----0-

'Round Here
By Joe Dan Tipps

The other night down in the dining
hall there was much •discussion concerning the molasses. The following con
versation resulted:
Laura Lee: "This molasses surely is
thin."
Betty Ransom: "Laura Lee, you don't
say 'molasses is'.''
Laura Lee : "Okay, sorghum are
then.''
-0--

Dear Smedly

.Your water soaked cousin,

'

Tuesday afrernoon Bob Helsten came
i1.1to the Library with a very wild and
seeking look on his face and .i.~ked.
Bob: "Does anybody have a calendar?"'
)
Dwight Capps: "I have one of last
year's calendar.''
Bob: "No. it has to be this year's."
Finally someone replied that he had
one in his pocket book.
Bob: "Oh boy. would you time me
as 1 go around the track?"
-0--

In freshman English class Prof. Cope
was asking a question concerning encyclopedias.
Prof. Cope: "Keith. can you tell me
the differences between the Standard
Er.cyclopedia and the Britannica?"
Weith Steigers: "Well, now I don't
exact17 know - I haven't read either
of them."
~

Robert Grayson tells me that he and
Dwight Capps are about the greatest wit
in school. -He is one-half and Dwight
is the other half.''
-0--

During the .calling of the roll in his
Homeletics class the other day, Brother
Bales remarked thus when he saw that
Bruce Cooley was absent.
"Well, I guess we won't be plagued
with that 'Cooley' class today."
-0-

0ne morning when "Dr." Bales came
into his class (which was very noisy at
the time) wearing another one of Dr.
Frank's loud ties. Forest Moyer piped:
"Fellows. we're going to haYe to be
quiet now_ Bales' s tie will make up for
all the noise that we can make."

f

-
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Picking
·

the

Pictures
By Eleana OJiphanl

"They Were Expendable", the Rialto's attraction for the coming weekend
is clearly a labor of love and underscaad
ing on the part of the men who produced it. It may be the war film that
the entire public, soldier and civilan.
has been waiting for; the war story
conceived and executed by the fighting
men themselves. Though it may seem
a little untimely. now that the war is
concluded and the material excitement
of the last four years has somewhat
died down, it is still a story worth the
telling.
The story of the "expendables" is the
story of the part the PT boats played
in the early war in the pacific. No one
can argue with its accuracy for Frank
Wead. Comd. U. S. N .. wrote the dramatic story which is based on William
L. White's best seller of the same
name. John Ford, Captain U. S. N. R..
produced and directed it, and its star,
Robert Montgomery, was himself
a
commander of one of those fast little
fighters.
The producers of the picture also
had the co-operation of the Navy, Army
Coast Guard and Office of Straregic Ser
vices. The result is as real as · a new&reel. There are no melodramatics, no
false heroics. no flag waving. It is just
a genuine tribute, and a well earned
one, to those small craft and their personel. and reflects their patience, patr
riotism and purity of purpose.
Some may find fault with the piaure's
length. It is longer than a picture should
usually be to avoid becoming tiresome.
Also, some may perhaps wish to find
fault. more becausie of political cannotations than anything else, with the
film's cinema potheosis of Mac Arthur.
They don't call him by name. just by
title, but the corney characterization by
Robert Barrat, consisting principally of
long poses in Mac Arthuis favorite attitudes. and the rirual attending the
trans.shipping of the General and his
family. are done with exaggerated
measure and reverence. Maybe that is
merely regulation Navy courtesy to a
Gelieral of the .Army. but I doubt it.
However, in spite of these faults.
"They Were Expendable" is more than'
just another war picture. It makes use

l-IARDING COLLEGE, SBA.RCY, AR.l(ANSAS
of all the lavish production facilities of
the wealthiest studio in the business
and comes up with a picture of solid
entertainment value.
In addition to Robert Montgomery.
who in his return to the screen, brings
another of his clear-cut. significant actJ
ing jobs. the picrure boasts such exceJ,.
lent players as John Wayne. Donna
Reed, Jack Holt and Ward Bond.
-0-

Lambda Sigmas
Entertain
The Lambda Sigma dub entertained
their dates and guests with a formal
"book banquet" in the banquet room of
the Rendezvous Friday night.
The room was decorated in the club
colors of purple and gold and the tables
displayed gay book jackets and occasional volumes in book-ends. Made on the
order of the popular book magazine.
The Saturday Review of Literature. the
printed programs were also in club colors. The central floor piece featured
giant display volumes of "The Robe",
"Suez to Singapore", and "Guadalcanal
Diary."
On entering the room, each couple
received an envelope containing the
names of two books. Places were located by finding the authors of these books
on place-cards around the tables. A
variety of authors were represented all
the way from Geoffrey Chaucer to
Gypsy Rose Lee and James D. Bales.
Dr. W. K. Summitt, sponsor. gave

the in.vocation and president Emmett
Smith the welcome. Jule Miller served
as master of ceremonies and games were
directed by Joe Dann Tipps. Jimmie
Mooneyham. and Marvin Howell.
Orel Herren sang "Close as Pages in
a Book", Mildred Lanier sang "Three
Little Words," and Eugenia Stover
played "poems set to Music" on thct
piano. Other games were Passing the
Book, Let's Write a Poem, Let's Write
a Novel. and Stranger. than Fiction.
The menu consisted of books: "The
Way of all Flesh" was roast duck.
"The White Tower" was potatoes,
"Green Bay tree" was asparagus, "Crime
and Punishment" was onions, etc. Dessert was "Snow Bound" and "Strange
Fruit" (ice cream and cherries.)
The "besn-seller list" or date list included: Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Smith;
Doris Richey, Joe Cannon; Barbara
Brown. Marvin Howell; Laura Lee
Arms, Bill Baker; Doris Abney. Marvin
Brooker; Norma Stevens.
Charles
Brooks; Lavine Allen, Dwight Capps;
Madge McCluggage, Paul Clark; Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd Collier; Eugenia Stover,
Robert Grayson; Landa Oliphant. Orel
Herren; Bessie Mae Ledbetter, Carl
Kitzmiller; Shirley Vaughan; Gerald
McCalister; Betty Chesshir, Jule Miller;
Hildred Lanier. Jimmie Mooneyham;
Dorothy Brewer. Dale Straughn; Mr.
and Mrs. Sherrill Summitt; Patsy Burch
James Thomas; Thelda Healy, Joe
Tipps; Marian Schuchardt. Jesse Vanhooser; Jane Sanford. Robert Webb;
Thelma Pegan. Ralph fiibbard; and Dr.
and Mrs. W. K. Summitt.
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-DORM. (Continued from page two)
through .her "push-ups" that mother has
handed down from the preceding ~n
eration, while little brother and sister
looks on with that "are you crazy" look
on their faces. Once the college lass
stumbles onto a good cure for the disease "candyitis," she immediately gives
a demonstration to her roommate who
soon fills the dormitory with the "ohs"
and "aws" that go with such an experience.

While at home, little brother decides
to slip a turtle in his big Sis's boudoir.

After a few weeks of college life. not
only is the college girl confrdnted with
species of the Biological World. but she
discovers. one day that her .roommate
(or some other desperado) has taken
the liberty of dumping a bottle of cheap
cologn from one end of the bed to the
other. Not only is she victim of such
pranks as this, but she gees the scare
of her life by the simple act of "short•
sheeting." The absence of pranks and
jokes would certainly not be a reason

for homesickness. ·

til the wee hours of the morning, and
There comes a time in everyone's life ·· the. Hbusemother finds ~~ occasion to
when all the neighborhood kids gather
knock on the door, or make a threat
in with quilts and pillows fot a bunk- such as 'TU give you extra duty,'' which
ing party. This custom atSo pr;vails on
again brings back the dear ole' thoughts
the campus. After so many hours of
of the home lolks.
muncing and -crunching on those horIn everyone's home, whether large or
rid cnrckers the mice didn't find, everysmall, there are those serious moments.
one settles down for a peaceful (?)
In the dormitory. there is a slight tingle
one settles down for a peaceful (?)
of the bell. or the lights are flashed.
remainder-of-the-night. Settling down
and everyone gathers in the hall for
isn't such an easy job for several wide
Vespers. There a song is sung, scriprure
awake females who simply couldn't go is read. and prayers are offered up to
to sleep without telling about their op- God for the blessings of the days past.
eration, or about that particular drea.mTo the homesick student, Vespers is the
man everYc>ne hopes to find. This
best morale builder of the college
"gabbing" and "giggling" continues un,.
routine.

The Smartest Ford Car
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COMPLETE FOOD
MARKBT'
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'THERE'S A FORD IN YOUR .. FUTURE'

White County
Equipment Company

-visit•

White County
Motor Company
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ECONOMICAL
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DISTRIBlJTION

On The Square

Security Bank
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Phone 22

SAFEWAY

---oOo--Let Us Process Your Kodak Film
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108 N. Spring Street

'

HERE 'IO SERVE-

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.
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Building Materials

Phone 446

Banquets--Parties
We Appreciate Your Business

MAKE OUR STORE

----000---

Your
HEADQUARTERS
----0---

S TE R LING' S
5 and lOc STORE

'

McKINLEY STUDIO

EAST RACE

5c-10c STORE
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Portraits

11 Friendly Institution

RASCOE - HITE
Machine Shop

SNOWDEN'S

• • • • •

Mayfair Hotel
MRS. R.H. BRANCH, Manager
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OP ARKANSAS

Searcy, Arkansas
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Zulema Little Is Wed
Here Monday
Miss Zulema Little, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. K. Little of McCrory, and
Mr. Hays Langston, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Langston of Newport. were
married February 4 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Emmett Smith in Searcy.
The double ring ceremony was performed by Bill Smith with Emmett
Smith acting as best man for the groom
and Metta Dean Smith as maid of honor. The only guests were Maxine Grady
and Mrs. Emmett Smith. The bride and
groom are spending their honeymoon
in Little Rock and Memphis, Tennessee,
after which they will return to Beedeville where Mrs. Langston is employed
in the school.
.
Mrs. Langston is a 1942 graduate of
Huding and was a member of the
Alpha Theta social dub and Arkansas
club.
Mr. Langston has recently been discharged from the Army. He served some
time in the Pacific Theatre.

Spruell Gives
Speech Recital
Miss Betty Lou Spruell was presen~
ed in a recital Thursday night by MW
Vivian Robbins. director of speech.
Miss Spruell gave three humorow
readings, "Dumb Dora Attends the Mat
inee". "When the Honeymoon Wanes."
and "Spring Fever". Piano accompani·
ment for the last number was furnished by Miss June Robbins.

-SERVICE MEN'S CLUB ·
(Continued from page one.)
propriate honor to our nation's heres,
her constitution and her flag.

To uphold the nobili,ty of willing
sacrifice by the few for the betterment
of the many, and to have a part in lay·
ing a substantial foundation for an en·
during peace among all men. fabricat·
ed of truth, mutual unders~g and
brotherly love.
Gleaned from the first seven articles
of the constitution are the following
items · of interest:
The Name: G-A-U-R is the simplest
form of a word common to a wide
variety of dialects used by idolatrous
orientals. In every instance it means
"Christian under arms".
Regalia: Members of the GAURS
shall be considered in uniform if they
have on sufficient apparel to be comfortable in winter; modest in summer.
Their colors are emerald and abony.
Their emblem is the outline of a warrivr's crested helmet, with the figure
"300" superimposed. The significance
of the figure may be found in Judges
7 :7.
Aside from regalia. and in addition
thereto, the GUARS have made six official selections:
Official:
Anthem-Toreador Song from Carmen.
Chow-Beefsteak.
Drink-Coffee. ,.Flower-Cauliflower.
Motro--"Leave us not be radical."
Odor-Chanel No. 5.
Mascot : The GAURS lay exelll$ive
claim to a loyal and elusive character
called Luke-the.Spook.
Concerning initiation ther
say.

New Store Next 'Door to Sterlings
~~~~-00o1o--~~~-

K ROH' S

"Eligible candidates for induction into
the GAURS shall be deemed initiated
alrelfdy."
------0-

-WHAT'S NEW
(Continued from page one.)
slogan which be suggested is "Work.
Produce, Organize."
--0--

0n February 8, President Truman
announced a two year plan to produce
2.700.000 new houses to keep the
housing situation from becoming worse.
The goal is staggering. but Truman
compares it to the goal set by Pr~ident
Roosevelt for aircraft production at the
beginning of the war. and believes that
the same people who accomplished the
impossible then can do it again. The
plan calls for the building of ordinary
houses, permanent prefabricated buildings, and large numbers of temporan
dwelling units.

-to-

Coffee Bar Eat Shop
BACK OF PLAZA THEATRE

An experiment begun in December
by the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company in the use of rural electric lines,
to carry telephone messages has been
declared a success though officials of
the company state that there are yec
"bugs" to be taken out of the method.
One of the main difficulties is the fact
that rural power lines were not constructed to connect subscribers with a
central office. The new use of electric
lfoes may provide telephone service to
many sections too sparsely settled to be
served by telephone lines.

HOOFMAN'S FLORISTS

SAVE
I

25 to 40 per cent
~~~-oOo~~~~

On Your Fire, Tornado And
Automobile Insurance

Lewis & Norwood
General Agents
408 Exchange Bldg.
Little Rock, Arkansas

Flowers For All Occasions
1215 E. Race
Phone 539

~~~~~ooo---~~

Neal Peebles
Local Agent

The Thompson Company and Hatchery
We sell Baby Chicks - Custom Hatching
We Buy Pecans, Hides, Poultry, Egga, Junk

M. 0. Thompson

Phone 15'6

H. M Thompson

Roberson's Rendezvous
SMITH'S

SHOE

STORE

and Bus Station

--~oOo---

SHOE REPAIRING - NON,RATION SANDALS
Shoe Strini• and Polilhaa - All C.Olora

Appreciate

!f---'-----------·----------------------------D. T. WILLIAMS & SON
Complete Line of Electri~O~uipment and Appliancea
Zenith Radioe
-Kelvinator Refriidatora
Phone 119
.

Your Patronage

L

WE

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME

FEBRUARY 12, 1946

• ••••
We Have Enjoyed Serving You
in the Past;
And will Look Forward to
Serving You in the Future

APPRECIATE. YOUR
PATRONAGE

• • • • •

William Walker Studio

.

Phone 694
ONE-HALF BLOCK NORTH RENDEZVOUS.

''We Will Be Happy To Sert1e Your
Parties"
Phone 223

-Sandwiches-Chili
.
-Drink
-Pies

All Harding Students are invited to visit our store. We
have a nice line of Wits End Stationery, Sheet Music, Bibles
Bible Litera.ture, School Supplies, Artiata Paint, Pena and
Brushes, Maguines, Office Suppliea.
--~oOo--

·Rosie's Paint Shop

Hopper News and Book Store·

Welding . . .

. . . . .... .

.

P~inting .•

Upholstering
EXPER·T BODY AND FENDER WORK
-andWhile You Are There
If you need some genuine Parts Try
CARSONS AUTO SUPPLY
They will give yoo the Best of Service
-<YU.mers-

CARSON AUTO SUPPLY
J. P. CARSON

DEAN CREMEAN

Rosie's Paint Shop
LONZO F. ROSENBAUM

JOHN COLE

HERE'S AN INVITATION:

Telephone 695

203 W. Race Street
Searcy, Arkansas
Phone 133

Harding College Students
Visit Our Fountain Headquarters

TRUMAN BAKER

/or
SODAS

AND SANDWICHES

CHEVROLET COMPANY
C 0 M E. I N T 0 S E E
OUR 1946 CHEVROLET

200 East Race

Phones 212 - 303
-Service is Complete at---

DO YOU NEED A LIFT?.
-then visit-

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

The Vanity Box

and

Y au'll leave "with beauty kindled and with
·
pleasure fed"

Headlec's Rexall Drug Store

Operators: -

Hazel Hughes - Genevieve Small
Margaret Quattlebaum

Phone 344
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Social Clubs Entertain ·
With Varied Programs
W. H. C.'s
W. H. C's in gingham and calico
ententained guests in overalls and straw
hats at their annual country supper
February 9 in the Legion hut. The
setting was a typical farm yard complete
with garden, hay, plows, mailbox. fence.
scarecrow. and even the old family
portraits from the attic loft. Nothing
was lacking at the party in the typical
country manner of the South. not even
the "groaning board," which in this
case featured fried chicken, corn, baked
white and sweet potatoes, slaw, biscuits.
coffee, buttermilk, relishes. tomatoes.
pickles and decorations of bandanna
napkins and coal oil lamps.
Afrer the sliced apple pie and ice
cream which climaxed the meal prepared by the food committee. Doris
Johnson, Rosemary Pledger, Inez Hall,
Kathryn Jackson. and Gena Dell Chessir. the entertainment committee headed
by Jerry Young took over for an evening of country games (skits. songs, music) and surprises. When the guests left,
they were given their bandanna nai>
kins for souvenirs.
Invitations· to the country supper
were green and white farm houses with
an original verse inside. W. H. c.·s and
their guests were Lois Church, Prewitte
Copeland; Frances Watson, Marvin
Brooker; . Jerry Young, Bill Nations;
Lynn Hefron, Evan Ulrey; Doris Johnson. James Ganus; Shirley Vaughan,
Gerald McCalister; Rosemary Pledger,
Bob Collins; Betty Chessir. Jule Miller;
Gena Dell Chessir, Joe Cannon; Gwen
Farmer, Joe Pryor; J o Connell, Bruce
Cooley; Estelle Jackson, Carl Tate; Kath•
ryn Jackson. Ralph Denham; Inez Hall.
Vernon Lawyer; Bula Moudy, Charles
Brooks; Zina Lee Taylor, Charles Doy•
le; Rose Ballenger. Bob Helsten; Doris
Richey, Bill Baker; Velma Davis, Paul
Clark; Laura Jean Gwin, Raymond
Hawkins; Bettie Ran~om, Margaret
Clampitt; Mr. and Mrs. Loyd ColHer.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Loas; Annie Mae
Alston and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mattox. Mrs. Mattox is the dub sponsor.

T. N. T.'s
On Saturday night, February 2, the
T.N.T.'s and their ~ests assembled at
the gymnasium for the second T.N.T.
function of the year, which is by tradition a cowboy party. Costumes featuring loud shirts with checks and plaids
prevailed. with hats, boots and spurs
adding to the proper mood of western
style frivolity. Upon climbing up the
stairs of the gym. participants were
greeted with the sight of hay. riding
equipment and other things reminiscent
of ranch life. Light was furnished by
kerosene lanrerns placed at frequent in. tervals around the walls.
First on the evening's program came
the food, which was started with the
serving of "homebrew" as an appetizer.
followed by the main dish "slumguJ..
lion", augmented with fruit salad. celery, pickles. olives. hot rolls, butter.
milk and coffee. For dessert. peach cobbler from two large pans was served.
with liberal portions of whipped cream
to top it. Candy hearts bearing frivolous
phrases were passed around afterwards.
Bill Collins first directed the group

in games of skill such as "Black Magic"
and other sitting games. and a quartet
composed of Claude Lewis. Bob Collins, James Willet. and Virgil Lawyer.
gave two numbers. Then moving down
to the main floor of the gym. the
group was led in the games, "Pony Express", "A Team Not three", and
"Flying Horsemen" by Howard Ewing.
A contest game called "Feeding the
Cali" say "calf" Claude Lewis and bis
"feeder", Virginia Terry, winning prizes
of candy and peanuts because Claude
finished his bottle quicker than the other "calves" did. In another game, Lloyd
Wheeler. Forest Moyer. and Dewitt
Garrett entertained the crowd by apologizing to their dates on bended knee
for a supposed wrong.
· The evening was concluded with the
group singing of cowboy songs, led by
Bob Collins, during the serving of dou7
ghnuts and coffee. As a "recessional",
"Good-night, Ladies" was rendered by
the club members.
Guests and T. N. T.'s present were
Lu Evelyn Patton, Frank Curtis; Doris
Richey, Vernon Lawyer; Bessie Mae
Ledbetter, Prewitte Copeland; Lou Du~
ger, Virgil Lawyer; Cornelle Patterson. I
Lloyd Wheeler; Grace Riggs, Dewitt
Garrett; Gladys O'Neal. Douglas Lawyer; Earline Franklin. Charles Draper;
Mabel Perry, Jack Harris; Virginia Ter·
n•, Claude Lewis; Marybelle Garner.
Bob Helsten; Pat Harder. Forest Moyer;
Wilma Heath, Bill Harris; Rosemary
Pledger, Bob Collins; Gay Golden, Bill
Collins; Norma McCaslin, Howard Ewing; Joyce Jones, Eddie Davis; Mr. and
Mrs. James Willet; Mr. and Mrs. Colis
Campbell; Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ram•
sey; Mr. and Mrs. French; Mrs. Traylor;
Rl•by _Jean Wesson. Dr. Joe Pryor. club
sponsor.

German Class
Members of Prof. Leslie Burke's German classes were entertained Tuesday
night, February 5th. with a "Deutch
Parcy" at the Burke home on Grand
Boulevard. The games were such that
they required the participants to speak
in German, and included "Left and
Right," "'Pantomine", "Name the Object." "Questions and Answers," and
the singing of Brahm's Lullaby in Ger..
After the games. Mrs. Burke served
refreshments of open-face cheese-spread
sandwiches, chocolate chip and .nut
cookies, pickles. and orange and pineapple juice. During the serving, Prof.
Burke played recorded German folk
songs by Alexander Kipnis.
Those attending were Loretta Smith,
Eugene Holt, Barbara Brown, Marvin
Howell, Annabell Lee, Carl Don Wills,
Marie Walden, Frances Barnschlegel,
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Collier, and Mrs. J. N. Arm.
strong.

DENTIST -

Ca!ter Geer of Cowan, Tenn .. is vis·
iring his sister. Mrs. Emmett Smith.
Carter was a T..4 in the Axmy and spent
18 months in the European Theatre. He
plans to enter Harding in the Spring
Term.

Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Evans of Little
Rc•c.k visited their niece. Peggy Ruth
Boone. a high school student.
--0--

Pvt. Gene Mower of the U. S. Army
visited Betty Rhodes.

--0-

Miss Melevie Staggs of
visited Marion Song~r.

Lake City

-0--

Mrs. C. F. King of Athens. Alabama
visited her daughter. Dot.
-0--

Mrs. Fred 0. Mason of Center Ridge
het daughter. Macy.

\i~i!ed

-0--

s 2-c Maurice Grady visited his

cous·
i11s, Maxine Grady and Emmett, Bill,
and metta Dean Smith.

-<>-Misses Martina Vasser and Mary
Ruth Tiffin of Huntsville, Alabama.
vi~ittd Marvolene Chambers.
--0-

Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Overstreet and
Johnny of Balch, Arkansas, visited their
daughter and sister. Ruth.
--0--

RM 2-c Robert Green of the U. S.
N3vy visited Marion French.
-0--

Sgt. James Lewis Crouthers and Cpl.
Dalton Cherry of the U. S. Air Corps
visited Sgc. Crouthers' cousin. Betty
Spruell. Dalton is a former student.
--<>Mr. and Mrs. William Shaffer visited
their daughters. Opal Fae and W rena
Mae.

DensmoreMatthewa
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Densmore of
manila announce the marriage of their
daughter, Florence, to S..Sgc. Kenneth
Matthews of Montgomery, Texas. The
ceremony was performed Thursday.
January 17. by E. W. Stovall, minister
of the church of Christ at Blytheville.
Black suirs with matching accessories
were worn by both the bride and the
bride's sister, Mrs. William. Hyatt, nee
Vester Densmore '.44 who was matron
o fhonor. William Hyatt was best man.
Florence was a student at Harding in
'36 and also attended summer school
this year. At Harding she was a mem·
her of the glee club, chorus. Las Com·
paneras. Dorcas Club, and 4-H club.
She is now a member of the Gosnell
school faculty. Sergeant Matthews at·
tended Louisiana Baptist College, Alexandria. and was employed in New
Orleans prior to entering the service.
He recently returned from 10 months
duty in China.

Karr Shannon. Jr.. of Little Rode vis.
!:~-· W. H. Sims and other friends on
6e campus. Karr. Jr.• is a former student and is now in Little Rock Junior
College where he is studying Pre-med.

Electric and Acetylene Welding
General Auto and Tractor Repairing
Body and Fender Work

NNrser1

Bible Pictures ABC Book by Elsie
Egermeier.
Lights Aglow by Lillie A Faris.
Cha-racter Guidance and Occupations

For Children by McCallum.
Call at the college Book Srore to
check over these books. and other Sunday School lirerature.

J. L. Dykes, Mlndger

Teachers' Aids

-Advertisement

There are many helps now available
at the College Book Store for Sunday
School Teachers. An old adage says,
"As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined." We know from experience that the
early years of childhood are quite as d<>
terminative as the early years of a tree.
What one becomes depends not only
upon his ancestry but also upon his

G. L. PRUETT
MUTUAL INSURANCE
AGENCY
Phone 324

M. M. GARRISON
Optometrist and Jeweler
SEARCY,
:- :
ARKANSAS
!'hone No. 225

Corner Spntce and Race

STANDARD OIL COMPANY-New Jersey
-gives--

Prompt Esso Service

"For your Consideration Read
Gal. 6:10: Romans 12:10

Abboud-Sims .Garage

Plans and Stories for the
Class by Oglevee.

THF! COLLEGE BOOK STORB

Come to See Us
BRADLEY'S
BARBER SHOP

--or-

Phone 57

I\

ALWAYS WELCOME
-At-

The Ideal Shop

Searcy, Arkansas

Phone 462

AND RELAX

STOP

-:-AT-

FOR THE BEST IN MEN'S CLOTHING
Always Come

THE COLLEGE INN

-to-

-SODA~-

-SUNDRIES-SCHOOL SUPPLIESMra. T. J. Traylor, Manaier.

Above Bank of Searcy

STUDENTS!!

SHOP

Harding College Laundry
and

Dry Cleaning Plant
-strivesTO GIVE YOU

OKLAHOMA

PARK AVENUE
~

! Day Service on Cleaning
4 Day Service on Laundry

TI·R E AND SUPPLY CO.

---oOo-For The Finui
MERCHANDISE

---<>Oo--

Jus'" off the Campua

Honoring Mr. and Mrs. ·Adrian
Formby, who were married on January
26, Marguerite O'Banion and Mrs.
Bonnie Chandler entertained with a
surprise party in the dining room of
Pattie Cobb Friday evening.
The party was a combination "shower and Auld Lang Syne" affair, as Mr.
and Mrs. Formby both attended Harding College previous to their marriage.
While attending school Mrs. Formby,
formerly Mary McCullough, was a mem
ber of the GATA Club. Adrian, recently rerurned from overseas, was a member of the TNT Club. Both plan to resume their war-interrupted education
here at Harding at the beginning of the
spring term.

--0--

achievements when a child.
You as a Sunday School Teacher. can
increase your effectiveness by the use
of any of the following books:
Success With Beginners by Flora E.
Breck.
The Beginner by Evelyn Leavitt
Grogg.

---oOo--

MEN'S STORE

X•RAY

White County
Water Co.

---<>---

Surprise Party
For Formbys

DR. T. J. FORD

PHELP'S SHOE

J

This Week's
Visitors

-SANDWICHES-

-of-

HANDY - HELPFUL

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bevans of Eng·
land, Arkansas, visited their daughter.
LaVonne, who is in the grade school
hete.

man.

Complimenta

GROCERY

PAGE FIVE

Searcy, Arkan.Ml

'
I

Largest Store in Searcy
--~coo---

LADIES'-Hats
-Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes
MEN'S-Hats
-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

~~--ooo~----

WE'RE HERE TO GIVE
SERVICE - ECONOMIC SERVICE

ROBBINS-SANFORD
MERCANTILE COMPANY

Juniors Win Class Vol ey Ball
Defeat ·S eniors
For First 1-Ialf
Championship

Girls'
Basketball

Playing seven games a~d winning
six of them. the Juniors Tuesday night

GIRLS BASKETBALL ALL-STARS
Edna Hodge, Forward- the outstand

won the first half of the class volleyball

tournament
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ing forward on the winning Kangaroo

by overcoming the

team played a fast game and did some

Faculty. High School. and Senior teams.

neat shooting seldom missing the bask.-

In the championship games. agl!,.inst the
Seniors, the Juniors demonstrated abil-

et. Also a good point in Edna's favor
was her enthusiasm and good sports-

ity and excellent teamwork. which was
probably the main factor in their winning. T hey took the first garr_e of the
two out of three series by a score of
15-5. but lost the second by 10-15.
which was the only game that they lost
during the evening. Then they came
back to clinch the title b~ winning the
third encounter 15.-10.

ly left the spectators gasping. Although
she did not play a really fast game she
was a definite asset to any 'team.

maship.

of the Kangaroo team because of her

Joyce Jones Foru·ard-- from the Tigers always played a good game keeping
cool and good natured no matter what
the circumstances which made her an
unusually pleasant person to guard or
to be a teammate of. Her shots were
not too accurate but as a general rule
she was high scorer of th~ game.

heaght and ner
person she was
one of the best
ment. Ruth was
sportsmanship.

Norma McCaslin Forward: proved to
be the most unusual and fr om many
points of view the most outstanding of
the players. Her skill in shooting and
her unusual pivot and set shots usual-

Looking 'em Over
Hy Virgil Lawyer

"It is finished." Those words refer to

In the preceding matches of the
evening, all of which were on a two
out of three basis. but none of which
ran to the third game. the Juniors had
started off by turning back the Faculty
in two tilts, 15-2 and 15-12. These
games. played on a very wet floor. due
to the· rains coming in. were enliven~
by frequent spills and slidings around
on the wet floor. especially on the part
of the Faculty.

Harding's 1945-46 intramural basketball season. Only one game was played
last week and that was the final game
between the Sub T's and T. N. T's.
The Sub T squad kept their winning
record intact by defeating the T . N. T.
boys for the second time this season.
The Sub T team played good defensive
and offensive ball all season. They were
consistent in their shooting and always
held their opponents to a low score.
Their main cogs were Copeland and
Starling. both men being a constant
scoring threat anywhere past the center
line.
The T. N. T. team was truthfully a
five-man team since each player on the
squad usually scored about the same
number of points.
The boys played off their first-half
class volley ball tourname~t last Tuesday night. The Juniors went to the
finals by defeating in their first game
a strong faculty sextet. They followed
that with two straight wins ov.er the
academy boys.
The Seniors earned the right to play
the
Juniors by downing a scrappy

In the next pairing, the Seniors. second only to the Juniors. won their first
match over the Sophomores by score of
15-9 and .15-10. They had some tight
moments, but the loose organization of
the Sophomores prevented a concentrat
ed attack against the Senior team.
For the first semi-final match. the
Juniors won from the High School by
scores of 15-3 and 15-8. Starting with
four men, the High School later completed their roster, but succumbed to
the might of the Juniors.
Showing their right to be in the
final game. the Seniors in the other
semi-final match. rurnqi back: the
Freshmen in two games. 17-15 and 1511. T he 17-15 game was one of the
tightest of the evening. as the extra
points would indicate, and gave plenty
of tight moments to both teams.

Sophomore team. and followed up with
a win over the Frosh team.
The Juniors started strong against
the Seniors and won their first game
easily. The Seniors bounced back by
taking the second game. However, in
the third game the steady Junior boys
were not to be denied and won the
deciding game of the three game set.
The Juniors look good for a fi m.i
winner, but could easily be surprist!J
by the Seniors or Freshmen. Their abi1ity to set up plays and to cram the ba.1
down
their opponent's throats m ake
them my favorites for the final champions.
The support of the intramural sports
has been good this year and all who
pl:!yed in •he games appreciate it. In
five years at Harding I've never seen
such enthusiastic spectators as we've
had this year.
Harding's physical education department hopes that you'll give the same
good support in the future to other
sports.
He who plays for individual honors
will find such honors hard to find , yea.
even among his own teammates.

BE RR Y
Barber Shop

Members of the winning Junior team
were Sammie Swim, Thurmon Healy.
D ick Moore, Jimmy Ganus. Colis Camp
bell, Joe Cannon, Bob Helsten. Bill
H arris and Vernon Lawyer.

aoii.iLy LO Stick to the
guarding made Ruth
guards in the tournaalso outstanding in her

Dixie Dillard Guard: number one
guard on the Lions team showed a big
improvement over her playing of last
year. Dillard played a fast game and
1
did an outstanding job of keeping up
with her man.
Wray Bullington Guard: of the Tigers proved to be a good all around
player doing the best. however, as a

Appreciates Your Trade

sportsmanship

QUAIN T

Park Avenue
Beauty Shop
M rs. Langston and
Mary Angel, Operators
Phone 299

BE AUTY

SHOP

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Allen's Quality Bakery
----oOo--Home Of

J. D. Phillips & Son
-0-

KARO NUT PIES
The Harding Favorite

RADIOS - RECORDS
120 W. Race St. Phone 76

............. •:

v::===================~

WESTERN

AUTO
]. C.

STORE
JAMES, JR., Mgr

Phone No. 30

Robertson's Drug Stor~
~--oOo---

-GIFTS-DRUGS- ANTIQUES-

Ernest E. Chandler
FUNERAL HOME
101 N. Main Street

LADIES!!
COME IN AND SEE OUR NEW
SHIPMENT OF SHOES

JAMES L. FIGG

Smith-Vaughn Mercantile
Company

-0--

Bar ney Hartsell
County Judge

On the whole good

was shown by all who participated in
the games and although there were only six all stars actually chosen there
were many others who were outstanding in their playing and who did their
part in making the tournament a successful and enjoyable one.

DENTIST

---0-

COMPLIMENTS

gua.qding.

You will want to- exercise your oratorical abilities, so register for the oratorical contest now.

Spring and Summer Slippers
Sandals - Moccasins
$2.49 Up

---oOo---

Come Over And See
Us

some real ability in

WELCOME TO

Compliments
SANITARY
MARKE T

218 West Arch

showing

keeping up with the person she was

DR. R. W. TOLER

· Compliments

CENTRAL
Barber Shop

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST
--o-

- - - - -oOo--__,;-

Federated Store

Eyes Tested
Glasses Fitted

- - -oOo---

Searcy, Arkansas

"For the Latest in Styles Check Our Displ,ays"

The Lure Cafe

:--1

PONDER'-S
KEY SHOP

606 North Pine St.
Opposite Grammar School

Cent ral Arkansas
Radio Co.
---o--

106 E. Market
Phone No. 8

Compliments Of

SEARCY ICE AND
COAL CO.
Phone 555

Ruth Overstreet Guard: a member

guard

1

STOTTS'

Open Seven Days A Week . . . .

DRUG STORE

4 :30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.

ALW AYS

Mexican Chilli
Regular Dinners
Good F ood

Sandwiches
Courteous Service

_i_____________________ __..
_;.

SPECIALTI ES
Hamburg ers and Co ffee
l ee Cream and, Pies
Drinks
---oOo---

The

AT YOUR SERVICE

-0-

PRESCRIPTIONS
Phone 33

EC O NO MY
MARKE T
For

agnolia Cab Co.
-and-

0 . K. Taxi
----o..----Across from Rendezvoul!

PH 0 NE 213
STAPLE AND FAN CY
FOOD

